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EXT. FUNE'S HOUSE - GARDEN - DAY　/ 千代千代千代 1 1

Two 40-ish sisters work in the garden outside their shack in 
the hilltop seaside village of Inuoka, Japan. They are 
harvesting vegetables, placing them in baskets. The younger 
sister, Chiyo, plucks a large ripe tomato from a plant.

Two 40-ish sisters work in the garden outside their shack in 
the hilltop seaside village of Inuoka, Japan. They are 
harvesting vegetables, placing them in baskets. The younger 
sister, Chiyo, plucks a large ripe tomato from a plant.

CHIYO
Mmm, I love tomatoes!

Chiyo brings the tomato to her mouth.

HARU
No! That is for the mayor 
and his household. There is 
grain in the house for us. 
The vegetables are for the 
mayor.

HARU
No! That is for the mayor 
and his household. There is 
grain in the house for us. 
The vegetables are for the 
mayor.

Chiyo reluctantly puts the tomato in the basket.

CHIYO
Why is this your garden, anyway?

HARU
Because it's my house.

CHIYO
You live with the mayor and his wife. 
This should be my house.

HARU
It was bequeathed to me, and I'm not 
giving it up. Besides, what if I lose 
my job with the mayor? You should be 
grateful you even have a place to 
stay.

CHIYO
God, this is hard. I was not made for 
this!

HARU
Patience, younger sister. Hard work 
will pay off.



Haru notices that Chiyo is not working, but staring out to 
sea.

CHIYO
There is a ship!

HARU
There are often ships. Let us get 
these vegetables harvested before the 
sun rises high.

CHIYO
This one is different.

HARU
What does it matter? Ships are the 
business of men. Gardens are the 
business of women. Dig, younger 
sister!

Chiyo gazes at the ship a moment longer, then bends to her 
work again. She sneaks a small cherry tomato into her mouth 
and savors it quietly as she picks another large ripe tomato 
and puts it in the basket.

EXT. VILLAGE SQUARE - EVENING2 2

There is a general hubbub, as the Daimyo walks into town 
with his entourage of samurais.

EXT. HARBOR - DAY3 3

An American sailing warship sits in the harbor.

INT. AMERICAN SHIP - GALLEY - DAY4 4

Ship's cook Albert Jenkins, 50, stands in the galley of the 
ship, intently studying a sheaf of parchment papers filled 
with Japanese kanji characters as a pot threatens to boil 
over.

JENKINS
to himself( )

Finally, I am about to see this great 
land I have so often dreamed about.

A sailor enters the galley.

SAILOR
Jenkins! Captain wants to see you!
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JENKINS
Right away! 

saluting (
unnecessarily)

Thank you, my friend!

Jenkins takes a step in mid-salute and trips over a sack of 
grain on the floor. Papers fly from his hand as he falls, 
but he protects the precious parchment against his chest as 
he goes down. The sailor shakes his head and chuckles as 
Jenkins gets to his feet. 

INT. IZAWA'S  HOUSE - DAY5 5

The mayor of Inuoka, GONZABURO IZAWA, 50, sits on a 
platform. His wife, FUNE, 40, sits by the door, fanning 
herself. His aide, KENJIRO, 60, enters.

IZAWA
excited( )

Kenjiro, the Daimyo comes!

KENJIRO
Trouble, sire? 

IZAWA
smiling( )

No no no. He needs something...and we 
have it! He needs needs an 
interpreter to make a treaty with the 
Americans. Summon the old man who 
knows English!

KENJIRO
My lord, Eitaro-san has died.

IZAWA
Really?

KENJIRO
Yes, six months ago, sire. Of the 
cholera.

IZAWA
Why was I not informed?!

KENJIRO
You spoke at his funeral, my lord.

Fune rolls her eyes.
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IZAWA
Why did you not remind me? You wish 
me to appear a fool in front of the 
Daimyo?

Fune suppresses a smile.

KENJIRO
No, my lord.

IZAWA
Who else in Inuoka speaks English?

KENJIRO
No one, my lord.

IZAWA
Find someone!

KENJIRO
Yes, my lord.

Kenjiro starts to go, but Fune stops him on his way out.

FUNE
Kenjiro, is it true the Daimyo's wife 
also died of the cholera?

KENJIRO
Yes, my lady. So unfortunate.

FUNE
Hmm, yes. Perhaps an interpreter is 
not all he is looking for.

She primps.

KENJIRO
Milady?

FUNE
Run along, Kenjiro. Try to find my 
poor husband an interpreter in this 
humble little village.

KENJIRO
Yes, madam.

INT. FUNE'S HOUSE - DAY6 6

Fune hands Chiyo some money.
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FUNE
I don’t have a main course to cook 
for the mayor tonight. Take this 
money and buy five pieces of sea 
bream. Five, got it?

CHIYO
Yes, five pieces of sea bream. Geez!

FUNE
Bring it to the mayor’s house, using 
the back entrance. As soon as you 
can.

CHIYO
Alright.

INT. IZAWA'S HOUSE - EVENING7 7

IZAWA paces back and forth. Fune sits calmly. 

IZAWA
Where is Kenjiro? Oh, we are doomed!

FUNE
"We"?

EXT. HARBOR - EVENING8 8

A naval warship, the USS Rhode Island, its sails down, sits 
in the harbor.

INT. U.S.S. RHODE ISLAND - EVENING9 9

CAPTAIN WOODBURY sits at his desk, writing. There is a knock 
at the door.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Who calls?

JENKINS
Albert Jenkins.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Enter.

Albert Jenkins enters, carrying pieces of parchment filled 
with Japanese kanji.
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JENKINS
Sir, I am honored to be called for 
this most exciting duty!

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Is it certain you can perform it?

JENKINS
Yes sir. Quite certain. See, I have 
brought my writings of the kanji. The 
Japanese language is very dear to my 
heart, sir. I spend every free moment 
with the kanji.

Woodbury peruses the papers.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Very impressive, Jenkins. But it is 
critical that our translator also 
speak the language.

JENKINS
Uh, of course, sir. Of course, I do. 
How, how could I not?

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
May I have a demonstration?

JENKINS
Certainly, sir, I would. But of 
course you wouldn’t understand it.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
I’m told the Japanese language is 
very melodic. I would love to hear 
some. Simply, say whatever comes to 
your mind, in Japanese.

JENKINS

I uh, uh,...

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Shall I look for another translator, 
Jenkins?

JENKINS
No sir. Alright. 

(MORE)
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melodically, with (
JENKINS (cont'd)

gesticulations)
Watashi, yokohama hakapuko desimande 
baki-baki, mon fai ifi nokan, dale 
nokan bugo. Anomatapiya, desu-ka. 
Hai. Sooo desu. Hooonto desu. 

Woodbury eyes him for a moment, then:

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
Splendid, Jenkins! Just, splendid! 
I’m sorry if it seemed I doubted you.

JENKINS
Not at all, sir.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY
It’s just that we are negotiating one 
of the first treaties outside the 
capital, and your work will set the 
example for half a nation!

Jenkins is hit by the import of his task, a bit stunned.

CAPTAIN WOODBURY (cont'd)
Dismissed, Jenkins!

Jenkins leaves. Once on the other side of the door, he 
presses his fingers to his temples.

JENKINS
to himself( )

"A task for two. A task for two." 
Translation is always a task for two.

not believing it( )
I’ll be fine.

EXT. VILLAGE SQUARE - EVENING10 10

The Daimyo and his samurais march closer. Villagers stand 
and watch, making sure not to look directly at them.

INT. MAYOR'S HOUSE - EVENING11 11

Izawa watches from his window as the Daimyo approaches.

IZAWA
Kenjiro has not returned. What am I 
to do?
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FUNE
Perhaps we should go outside and 
greet him.

IZAWA
"We"? You will come with me? For 
support?

FUNE
Yes, yes, support. 

They go outside to greet the Daimyo.

EXT. IZAWA'S HOME - DAY12 12

Izawa and Fune step outside, just as the Daimyo and his 
group of samurai arrive at their door. 

IZAWA
Your lord, I--

MATSUNOSUKE, the Daimyo's #1 samurai, draws his sword and 
slashes a hanging lantern, which crashes to the ground and 
starts a fire. 

MATSUNOSUKE
The Daimyo speaks first! Not the 
vassal!

DAIMYO
Matsunosuke, tsk, tsk, tsk. 

to Hikonosuke( )
Please.

HIKONOSUKE, the #2 samurai, puts out the fire.

DAIMYO (cont'd)
Izawa.

IZAWA
Yes, my lord.

DAIMYO
I have a problem, which I hope you 
can solve.

IZAWA
My lord, I would do anything in my 
power, but--
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FUNE
Please, my lord, come have some tea 
and we will help you resolve your 
situation.

DAIMYO
You are very gracious, milady.

FUNE
Please, call me Fune.

Fune flirts, using her fan, and gestures for all to go 
inside. 

INT. MAYOR'S HOUSE - EVENING13 13

IZAWA
My lord, I've looked--

FUNE
Civilized people have tea first, and 
then talk business, do we not, my 
lord?

DAIMYO
Izawa, you are lucky to have such a 
wise wife, who keeps the high customs 
even in such a humble village.

IZAWA
Well, yes, my lord. We try.

Haru brings tea, and Fune performs an elaborate ceremony, 
taking quite a bit of time. When it's done, Izawa looks 
panicked.

IZAWA (cont'd)
My lord, I truly wish I could--

FUNE
Give you some delicacies, but fresh 
sea bream is all we can offer. But of 
course first we will have an 
appetizer.

INT. IZAWA'S KITCHEN - EVENING14 14

Chiyo comes in the rear kitchen door with a package.

HARU
You’re here. Was the fish fresh?
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She opens the package. There are four pieces plus one piece 
that is only half.

HARU (cont'd)
she already knows (
the answer)

Chiyo...what happened to the fifth 
piece?

CHIYO
I was hungry. I hadn’t eaten anything 
but grain all week.

HARU
Ahh, Chiyo! What am I going to do?!

CHIYO
Just cut them up and serve them over 
noodles, with a sauce.

HARU
Hmm, yes, that should work. But it 
doesn’t mean what you did was right.

CHIYO
Bye.

Chiyo turns to go, just as the mayor's wife enters.

FUNE
Is this your sister?

HARU
Yes.

FUNE
You don't look at all alike. She’s 
pretty. You just cook. She can serve 
the Daimyo.

Fune leaves without waiting for a response.

CHIYO
I’m not working for that woman!

HARU
Please. Dinner needs to be especially 
good tonight. Izawa has bad news for 
the Daimyo.

CHIYO
I can have some tomatoes?
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HARU
Okay, I can mix in some daikon to 
make it go around.

CHIYO
Alright, I will help you. But I don’t 
like her.

HARU
You don’t have to like her, you just 
have to serve her. It’s what I do.

CHIYO
Just for tonight.

HARU
She only needs you for tonight. 
Tomorrow she will forget all about 
you.

CHIYO
Hmph!

INT. IZAWA'S DINING ROOM - EVENING15 15

FUNE
Well, first we will start with an 
appetizer.

Chiyo comes out with an appetizer. The diners ooh and aah 
over it, and Fune starts serving it.

INT. IZAWA'S KITCHEN - EVENING16 16

Chiyo enters from the dining room.

CHIYO
So, what's this horrible news?

HARU
The Daimyo needs a translator, to 
make a treaty with the Americans. 
Izawa's servant, Kenjiro, has gone to 
look for one, but old Eitaro-san has 
died, and Kenjiro will find no one.

CHIYO
I know English.
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HARU
chuckling( )

You don’t know English.

CHIYO
to Kenjiro( )

I spent 15 years in Nagasaki, 
sometimes I worked with foreigners.

HARU
Until your rose faded.

CHIYO
I know enough English. Besides, the 
American translator will know 
Japanese, so it doesn't matter if I 
know English or not.

Kenjiro enters by the back door. He is downhearted.

HARU
No luck?

KENJIRO
There is no one in the village who 
speaks English.

CHIYO
I speak English.

HARU
No you don't.

to Kenjiro( )
It's not your fault.

KENJIRO
I will be blamed.

HARU
Izawa will be blamed.

INT. IZAWA'S DINING ROOM - EVENING17 17

The food has all been eaten.

DAIMYO
That was a fantastic dinner, Fune-
san.

FUNE
It was my pleasure. Now, how about 
dessert?
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DAIMYO
I could not eat another bite.

INT. IZAWA'S KITCHEN - EVENING18 18

KENJIRO
I must deliver the bad news.

Kenjiro goes through the door into the dining room. Chiyo 
goes to the doorway.

HARU
Stop! What are you doing? They have 
not requested dessert yet.

CHIYO
My rose...has only just begun to 
bloom!

INT. IZAWA'S DINING ROOM - EVENING19 19

IZAWA
Kenjiro! Good news?

Izawa can see from Kenjiro's face that it is not.

KENJIRO
Please understand, sir, I interviewed 
several candidates--thus the delay--
but--

Chiyo bursts through the door, smiling.

KENJIRO (cont'd)
But then I remembered Chiyo!

DAIMYO
A woman! Well, this is highly 
irregular! Is this some kind of joke, 
Izawa?

Izawa turns to Fune.

IZAWA
Is it?

FUNE
Let me explain, my lord. My husband 
asked Kenjiro to find us the very 
best interpreter. 

(MORE)
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We had hoped, but never expected, 
FUNE (cont'd)

that the very best might also be a 
woman.

DAIMYO
Izawa, up til now your wife has 
impressed me greatly, but now I begin 
to wonder. What's your explanation 
for this?

IZAWA
Well, sir, I asked Kenjiro to try to 
find a woman, because...because...

FUNE
My husband is trying to be delicate, 
sire. The fact is that the Americans 
are fools for women. Especially 
Japanese women. They've been at sea 
for months, then they arrive here and 
behold the beauty and the culture of 
Japanese women. A Japanese woman as 
interpreter is the best way to 
maintain a certain influence over her 
American counterpart.

DAIMYO
I think I see what you mean. Indeed! 
You are as intelligent as you are 
beautiful, Fune-san.

EXT. BEACH - EVENING20 20

Jenkins is rowed ashore by an OARSMAN in a small boat. 
Matsunosuke and Hikonosuke are there to greet him. Jenkins 
trips over the gunwale as he gets out of the boat. As he 
tries to stop himself from falling into the water, he loses 
his grip on his portfolio and it flies into the air. 
Matsunosuke catches it in midair, and Hikonosuke grabs 
Jenkins and prevents him from splashing into the water face 
first.

JENKINS
Whoa! Arigato! Very arigato, yes 
indeed!

The two samurai silently help him to dry land. Matsunosuke 
gives Jenkins his portfolio.

JENKINS (cont'd)
collecting himself( )

Well then. Doumo... Daiyo... Doooko?
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MATSUNOSUKE
Daimyo.

JENKINS
Daimyo, yes. I know the kanji for it. 
It's "big" plus "name." I can read 
it.

HIKONOSUKE
Come.

Jenkins notes the word for "come."

JENKINS
to himself( )

"Kite. Come."

The two samurai lead him away from the beach.

JENKINS (cont'd)
to himself( )

Well, I'm off to a good start, I 
think.

INT. MAYOR'S HOUSE - EVENING21 21

Kenjiro presents Chiyo for the Daimyo to see. She turns 
around slowly, as if to show herself off, yet modestly. In 
the kitchen, Haru puts her ear to the door to listen in.

DAIMYO
Well, she is easy on the eyes. She 
might well be able to influence the 
American translator.

to Chiyo( )
So, you have worked with Americans?

CHIYO
Extensively, my lord.

DAIMYO
And they were satisfied with your 
services?

CHIYO
Yes, quite satisfied.

Haru's looks says: "I'll bet they were, you slut!"

DAIMYO
And why are you not still in 
Nagasaki?
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CHIYO
I missed my hometown. And my sister.

Haru's look says: "Bullshit!"

DAIMYO
You have no husband?

CHIYO
No my lord. 

DAIMYO
Well, given the situation, I for one 
am glad you came back to Inuoka. My 
own interpreter was taken by the 
cholera. So many good people gone.

The Daimyo sighs, thinking of his wife.

DAIMYO (cont'd)
Well then. The American interpreter 
should arrive this evening. We will 
begin tomorrow. 

to Fune( )
Now, how about that homemade dessert!

Haru hears this and bolts away from the door.

INT./EXT. GUEST HOUSE - EVENING22 22

The samurais escort Jenkins into the guest house. As he 
enters, they point to his shoes, and motion that he should 
remove them.

SAMURAI #3
Shoes!

JENKINS
not understanding( )

Oh, my shoes! You like them? Made in 
London, highest quality.

As he tries to step into the guest house, the samurais grab 
him, hold his legs, and take his shoes off.

JENKINS (cont'd)
Oh, shoes off. Well, yes, that makes 
sense. Doumo, then! Arigatou as well. 
G'night then. Cheers.

The samurais take their leave.
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JENKINS (cont'd)
to himself( )

Well, it's rather late. I suppose 
I'll get some sleep and see what the 
morning brings.

INT./EXT. IZAWA'S DINING ROOM - EVENING23 23

The Daimyo and his samurais are leaving.

DAIMYO
Thank you for a most wonderful 
dinner. It is most appreciated.

FUNE
It was nothing. 

IZAWA
It was our pleasure to have you here 
in our humble village. We hope you 
enjoy its many wonders.

DAIMYO
looking at Fune( )

I already am. Oh, and it is 
regrettable about the lantern. 

FUNE
It was only a lantern.

DAIMYO
Next time I go to Nagasaki I will 
bring you a new one.

NOTE: The next two lines are overlapping.

IZAWA
That's not necessary.

FUNE
If you insist.

DAIMYO
It would be the proper thing to do. 
Goodnight, then.

IZAWA
Goodnight.

FUNE
Goodnight.
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The Daimyo leaves.

EXT. GARDEN - MORNING24 24

Chiyo sits in the garden. Hikonosuke brings Albert to her, 
then leaves.

Albert bows.

JENKINS
Konnichiwa.

CHIYO
a bit puzzled( )

あの～おはようございます。

They both laugh nervously.

JENKINS
Did I get that wrong? I don't speak 
Japanese very well. 

CHIYO
日本語をお願いします。

JENKINS
What? Ah yes, nihongo. I know that 
one. I'm really much better with the 
kanji, though.

CHIYO
漢字？

JENKINS
Kanji, hai.

CHIYO
英語が話せません。 日本語をお願いします。

JENKINS
Nihongo, yes. Got that. If you don't 
mind, though, I'd like to speak 
English.

CHIYO
英語じゃなくて。 日本語！

JENKINS
Yes, Japan, I do love Japan. I'm 
sorry, uh, I'm Jenkins. Watashi, 
Jenkins.
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CHIYO
私はちよ。ジェンキンズさん？

JENKINS
Hai. Chiyo-san. Very nice. So, where 
did you learn English?

CHIYO
日本語をお願いしま！

Jenkins abruptly stands up.

JENKINS
Wait a minute! You don't understand a 
word I'm saying!

CHIYO
何？

JENKINS
You were supposed to speak English!

CHIYO
ジェンキンズさんは日本語を話せませんよね！ 

JENKINS
This is just great!

CHIYO
お大名様はきっとお怒りになられます！

JENKINS
What am I going to tell the captain? 
What do I say when I go back to the 
ship?

Saying this, he gestures to the ship.

CHIYO
ふね？

JENKINS
Funny? 

CHIYO
はい。ふね！

JENKINS
Funny?! I hardly think so!

after a moment( )
Oh, "fune"...”fune" is "ship"?

He points to the ship.
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JENKINS (cont'd)
"Fune"?

CHIYO
ふね、はい。

JENKINS
points to the ship( )

Ship.

CHIYO
"Shippu."

JENKINS
"Fune" - shippu. "Funny" - "haha."

CHIYO
大名は私を...

she motions slit (
throat)

JENKINS
Shippu captain...

motions slit throat( )

They look at each other and laugh at their small but finally 
mutual understanding. It's a start.

EXT. GARDEN - MORNING25 25

After a moment of awkward silence and smiles, Chiyo does a 
combination of miming and speaking:

CHIYO
“Hi"/Sun.

pointing to it( )
"Hiru"/Noon.

“moving it” to noon (
position)

"Daimyo"
fingers “walking” to (
them)

JENKINS
Oh shit!

CHIYO
“御 shit,” what is?

(NOTE: 御 is pronouunced “Oh,” and means “honorable,” 
therefore to her it sounds like he is saying “honorable 
shit.”)
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JENKINS
Oh shit, oh shit!

CHIYO
“御 shit,” what is?

Jenkins shrugs and decides, What the heck. He mimes poop 
coming out of his butt.

Chiyo puzzles about this, then mimes the same, to confirm.

CHIYO (cont'd)
御 shit "desu ka"/(this is)?

JENKINS
Hai.

Now it’s Chiyo who grimaces and shrugs. Americans are weird 
to make “shit” honorable, she thinks.

CHIYO
“Shit”..."ii desu ka"/(good is)?

thumbs up( )

JENKINS
No, “shit” bad.

thumbs down( )

Jenkins is frantic. He mimes as he speaks:

JENKINS (cont'd)
Daimyo, come, sun up, thumbs down, 
shit!

He grabs his head with both hands.

Still puzzled by the poop thing, Chiyo carries on, and tries 
to calm them both down. She does a gesture with both hands 
in front of her head, then moving them down slowly as she 
breathes out to relax. [Note: This is a qigong movement I 
will explain to the actors.]

CHIYO
“Calm,” Jenkins-san 
“Calm.”

She does the calming gesture again. He imitates it.

JENKINS
Hai. “Calm.”

He breathes, and calms down.
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CHIYO
points “you”( )

Jenkins-san, "daijobu"/(Okay)?

JENKINS
Watashi "daijobu"/(okay). Arigatou. 
Anata, Chiyo-san, "daijobu"/(okay)?

CHIYO
Hai. "Daijobu"/(I am okay).

JENKINS
Okay, "watashi daijobu"/(I'm okay). 
Let's begin.

points to the sun( )
Sun. Sun is "hi"?

CHIYO
Hai. Hi, "sun"?

JENKINS
Hai. Sun. "Hi." Okay, "hi" up there?

points to noon (
position)

CHIYO
points to noon (
position)

Hiru.

JENKINS
getting excited( )

Hi, hiru. Hi, hiru, daimyo...
remembering from the (
samurais)

kite!

Chiyo starts to walk toward him, obeying his command to 
come. Then she stops when she realizes he meant "Daimyo is 
coming."

CHIYO
Ahh. Daimyo wa "kimasu."

fingers walking( )

She explains the difference between "kimasu" (is coming) and 
"kite" (Come!).

CHIYO (cont'd)
"Kimasu"/(Coming.)

then, with a pretend (
stern expression)

"Kite"/(Come!)
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Jenkins comes toward her, as commanded. Then he stops and, 
mimicking her, says:

JENKINS

pretending sternness( )
"Kite!"/(Come!)

She takes a couple steps toward him, and stops. They both 
realize they are too close for strangers to stand, but they 
are both somewhat excited at being so close to an exotic 
person of the opposite sex. After an awkward pause, each 
takes a step back.

CHIYO
points to self and (
"finger walks")

Watashi wa kimasu.
points to Jenkins (
and "finger walks")

Anata wa kimasu.
points to imaginary (
daimyo and "finger 
walks")

Daimyo wa kimasu.

JENKINS
Aha! 

big smile, "finger (
walking")

Everyone kimasu!

Jenkins takes out his quill pen and papers, and hands them 
to Chiyo.

JENKINS (cont'd)
"Kimasu"...kaite kudasai.

She writes. He looks.

JENKINS

to himself( )
Oh my, good! 

memorizing, excited( )
Kimasu!

to Chiyo( )
"Daimyo"...kaite kudasai.

Chiyo writes, as Jenkins admires her and looks at the kanji.

JENKINS
"Hiru"...kaite kudasai.
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He sees what she writes, and puts it in his mind.

JENKINS (cont'd)
memorizing( )

"Hiru"...noon.
to Chiyo( )

"Chiyo"...kaite kudasai.

She writes her name. He gets closer to get a good look at 
it.

CHIYO
"Chiyo"...lovely!

BREAKFAST DAY 126 26

The Daimyo arrives to find only Fune in the room.

FUNE
Good morning, Daimyo-sama.

DAIMYO
Good morning, Fune-san. Izawa is not 
here?

FUNE
He sometimes arrives for breakfast 
after I do.

Kenjiro enters, bringing tea. He serves it, then leaves.

Izawa arrives, a bit disheveled.

IZAWA
Please excuse me, Daimyo-sama, for 
being late.

DAIMYO
It’s quite alright. I do not resent 
being left along with Fune-san.

to Fune( )
Your maidservant (女中) does not 
serve breakfast?

FUNE
In the morning she goes to the 
markets to buy food for the rest of 
the day. Kenjiro provides a light 
breakfast for us.

DAIMYO
I see.
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Kenjiro arrives with breakfast, distributes it, then waits.

FUNE
He is preparing a larger meal for 
your samurai, and will bring more 
food for you, if you wish it.

DAIMYO
A light meal will be fine for me.

Kenjiro leaves.

DAIMYO (cont'd)
Izawa, I have some time to kill 
before checking on the translators at 
noon. Perhaps you can show me the 
rest of your estate?

IZAWA
I think some things are not in order 
yet for your inspection, sire.

FUNE
Daimyo-sama, perhaps you would like 
to see some of our fine pottery?

IZAWA
I hardly think the Daimyo--

DAIMYO
That would be nice. There is nothing 
in the code of bushido that forbids 
the appreciation of lovely things.

FUNE
Wonderful. I will give you a tour of 
the town. You can see the kiln, and 
the pottery.

DAIMYO
I would enjoy that. Izawa, will you 
accompany us?

Note to Translator: in the following line, "unfinished 
business" means getting back into bed with Haru, so maybe 
the dialogue in Japanese can also have some subtle double 
meaning.

IZAWA
I have unfinished business to attend 
to. If you will excuse me.
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DAIMYO
Certainly.

IZAWA
In fact, if you will not be insulted, 
may I leave now?

FUNE
Go right ahead.

IZAWA
I was asking the Daimyo.

DAIMYO
Certainly.

Izawa leaves. Fune smiles at the Daimyo.

AT THE KILN27 27

Fune and the Daimyo enter the pottery factory. They look 
over some samples on display.

FUNE
We are very proud of our pottery.

DAIMYO
I hear it is the finest in the 
region.

FUNE
We are happy it enjoys a good 
reputation.

DAIMYO
The treaty will give you a broader 
market for it.

FUNE
It would please me to see our humble 
village prosper.

DAIMYO
The Dutch have sold much Japanese 
pottery in Europe. A treaty would 
enable us to sell directly to the 
Americans.

Fune picks up a vase.

FUNE
What do you think of this piece?
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DAIMYO
looking into her (
eyes)

Exquisite.

As Fune, flustered, puts it back on the display, she misses 
the shelf, and the vase starts to fall. She and the Daimyo 
catch it together, their hands touching.

Just then Kenjiro appears.

FUNE
Kenjiro, what are you doing here?

KENJIRO
Izawa thought it would be prudent for 
me to accompany you.

DAIMYO
She is safe with me.

KENJIRO
I intend no disrespect, sire. I 
merely follow the orders of my 
master.

DAIMYO
If I had such a beautiful wife, I 
would watch her closely too.

KENJIRO
Ours is a peaceful village. Izawa 
merely wishes to show his respect for 
his wife, that he cares enough to 
send a consort. What do you think of 
our pottery, my lord?

DAIMYO
Truly beautiful. Delicate in 
appearance, but sturdy enough to be 
enjoyed on a daily basis.

Fune blushes.

KENJIRO
There are some other patterns to be 
found in the adjoining room.
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EXT. GARDEN - MORNING28 28

JENKINS
hands over his heart( )

Nihon-go!

CHIYO
How much Japanese do you know?

Jenkins is eager, but it’s too much for him.

JENKINS
repeats her( )

Nihon-go wa...dore...

Chiyo thinks, tries another strategy.

CHIYO
Jenkins-san kanji few 

signs "few"( )
or kanji many?

signs "many"( )

JENKINS
Oh, kanji... well, yes, hai!

gestures upward( )
Kanji kanji kanji!

gestures sideways( )
Kanji, kanji, kanji, kanji.

CHIYO
Jenkins-san wa takusan kanji o 
shirimasu ka?

JENKINS
Hai. Takusan kanji. “Shirimasu” — 
kaite kudasai.

CHIYO
Hai. Do you know hiragana?

JENKINS
Oh, hai.

confidently( )
Hiragana, hiragana. Katakana, 
katakana.

CHIYO
writing it( )

"Shirimasu."

Jenkins reads it.
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JENKINS
Ah, of course, "shirimasu!" “To 
know.” "Shirimasu" kanji, I know that 
one.

realizing( )
"Shirimasu" shirimasu!

CHIYO
correcting him( )

"Shirimasu" o shirimasu.

JENKINS
"Shirimasu" o shirimasu. Watashi wa 
"shirimasu" o shirimasu.

CHIYO
Excellent!

They both smile. Progress.

IZAWA AND FUNE FINISH UP29 29

Izawa and Haru are lying half naked in piles of pillows and 
blankets.

HARU
Shall we go again?

IZAWA
Ha! 

joking( )
You are trying to kill me. I think 
twice is enough for one morning.

He gets up and dresses. Haru remains lying down, enticingly.

HARU
You are so funny, sending Kenjiro to 
chaperone Fune and the Daimyo, when 
you and I are doing this!

IZAWA
I had to get rid of him, so why not 
avert suspicion from us by putting 
suspicion on them?

HARU
You are smarter than you seem.
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IZAWA
I don't know if that is an insult or 
a compliment, but yes, it is a 
classic tactic of great leaders.

HARU
And great lovers, I think.

She moves a blanket to show her thigh.

IZAWA
You flatter me, but we are done for 
today. They will be back before we 
know it. And you should start 
preparing the noon meal.

Haru gets up and starts to dress.

IZAWA (cont'd)
By the way, make sure your sister 
doesn't catch on to what we're doing.

HARU
I think she'll be too busy trying to 
get that treaty made.

IZAWA
Yes, we are so lucky she knows 
English.

HARU
Pfft!

IZAWA
What?

HARU
Nothing. Just a little sneeze. What 
shall I make for lunch?

IZAWA
When you came to cook for me, did you 
ever dream we would end up as lovers?

HARU
A poor peasant woman cannot afford to 
dream.

Izawa looks at her a moment.

IZAWA
Women! I can never figure you out. 
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Haru merely smiles in reply, and Izawa leaves the room.

EXT. GARDEN - MIDDAY30 30

Chiyo and Jenkins are talking and writing and smiling. It is 
almost noon. She points at the sun.

CHIYO
Almost hiru.

JENKINS
“Almost”, kaite kudasai.

CHIYO
Hai.

She writes, and we see that she has written down many words 
for him now.

JENKINS
Nan deshou ka?

CHIYO
Sugoi!

JENKINS
Arigatou, demo, Daimyo wa kimasu. 
Nan deshou ka?

Chiyo thinks for a moment.

CHIYO
I will tell Daimyo, you “laryngitis.”

imitates raspy voice( )
“Douzo yoroshiku.”

JENKINS
Demo, watashi wa

points( )
“ears” dekimasu. Daimyo will say, 
“You answer.”

CHIYO
You answer little bit. Short.

JENKINS
Demo, dou? Daimyo o wakarimasen.

CHIYO
I will give you hand-signal.

She writes the kanji for “hand-signal.”
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JENKINS
Hai, daijobu. Demo, dou?

Chiyo proceeds to give him a set of subtle hand signals--
using her right hand--that match the answers he is to give 
to the Daimyo. She speaks them in the “laryngitis voice” he 
should use.

CHIYO
thumb up( )

Hai.
index finger down( )

Ie.
fist( )

Wakarimasu.
hand flat( )

Arigatougozaimasu.

JENKINS
doubtful( )

Daijobu.

The Daimyo and his two samurai appear, just out of earshot, 
walking toward Chiyo and Jenkins.

Chiyo writes and says: “Trust.”

JENKINS (cont'd)
"Trust."

The Daimyo arrives, with his samurai.

DAIMYO
Good day.

Chiyo bows. Jenkins follows her lead.

CHIYO
Good day, Daimyo-sama.

JENKINS
raspy( )

Good day, Daimyo-sama.

DAIMYO
What’s wrong with him?

CHIYO
Unfortunately, he has laryngitis. 
Difficult sea voyage.

The Daimyo begins to pace slowly back and forth.
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DAIMYO
to Jenkins( )

Is this true?

Jenkins has to lean to the left to look around the Daimyo to 
see Chiyo giving the “Hai” signal.

JENKINS
raspy( )

Hai.

DAIMYO
Will this interfere with your 
translation work?

This time, Jenkins has to lean to the right to look around 
the Daimyo and catch Chiyo’s “Ie” signal.

JENKINS
raspy( )

Ie.

DAIMYO
Where did you learn Japanese?

Jenkins looks for the sign, but the Daimyo has planted 
himself firmly in Jenkins’ line of sight, and Jenkins can’t 
see Chiyo’s signal.

JENKINS
guessing, raspy( )

Umm, wakarimasu.

DAIMYO
You should. Where did you learn 
Japanese?

An awkward pause as Jenkins is silent, leaning alternately 
left and right to try to see past the Daimyo.

CHIYO
I’m sorry, Daimyo-sama. Jenkins still 
has seawater in his ears, from the 
storm, and can’t hear well.

DAIMYO
The seas were calm when I arrived.

CHIYO
It...there was...a momentary squall. 
Brief, but fierce.

The Daimyo continues his pacing.
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DAIMYO
It seems Jenkins has a weak 
constitution.

to Jenkins, loudly( )
Is this so? Are you sickly?

The Daimyo steps in Jenkins’ line of sight again. Jenkins, 
panicked, sways from side to side, trying to look around the 
Daimyo for Chiyo’s signal.

DAIMYO (cont'd)
to Chiyo( )

He seems disoriented.

The Daimyo grabs Jenkins by the shoulders to keep him from 
swaying.

DAIMYO (cont'd)
ARE YOU SICK?

JENKINS
just guessing( )

Hai?

DAIMYO
Let him get some rest, then start 
again. We wish the treaty to be 
written as soon as possible, but that 
cannot happen if this man is sick.

CHIYO
Yes, Daimyo-sama. That is wise.

DAIMYO
Do your best.

The Daimyo shakes his head at Jenkins’s frailty, and walks 
away. His samurai follow.
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